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Abstract
In this study, to overcome navigation concerns of visually impaired people, an algorithm based on neuro-fuzzy
controller composed of multi-layer fuzzy inference systems (FIS) for obstacle avoidance was developed and it was
implemented in a smart clothing system. The success of the proposed algorithm was tested in real environment and
it was compared with one layer FIS. Results showed that the proposed algorithm is capable of guiding user to a
right orientation and it presented better results than the one layer FIS.
Keywords: Obstacle avoidance, Visually impaired, Navigation, Smart clothing, Neuro-fuzzy controller, Fuzzy
Inference System.

1. Introduction
The ability to navigate visually impaired person through
an environment cluttered with obstacles is a crucial
issue. Navigation towards a target is a complex task and
an important research field especially in robotic
applications. The real-time obstacle avoidance
algorithm is one of the key issues for mobile robots as
well. The general theory for mobile robotic navigation
is based on such principles:

First; the robot can perceive the surroundings by
sensors mounted on it like cameras, sonars, laser range
finders, GPS etc. Then, it is able to plan its operations
based on the artificial intelligence model developed for
navigation and obstacle avoidance task.
In the literature, a large number of algorithmic
approaches were used in order to plan mobile robot
motion such as grid method1, vector field histogram
method2, potential field method3, path planning4,
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geometry based approach, pattern generation method5,
switching control approach6-8, self localization9, soft
computing based approaches like fuzzy logic, neural
network, genetic algorithm and their different
combinations10.
Fuzzy logic is easily used when a mathematical
model of the process is difficult to be proved or
implemented in a real-time operation11. In recent years,
fuzzy logic, neural network and genetic algorithm based
approaches have been successfully applied to control
mobile robots.
Ragaruman et al.12 proposed a fuzzy logic based
model for navigation of mobile robots in indoor
environment. Guo et al.13 developed an algorithm by
using fuzzy logic to control the lower limbs
rehabilitation robot with the known environment
information. Jincong et al.10 introduced the design of an
intelligent four-wheel obstacle avoidance robot based
on fuzzy control. In another study, different fuzzy logic
controllers with different membership functions in
order to navigate mobile robots have been discussed14.
Park and Zhang15 used a dual fuzzy logic approach for
navigation of mobile robot: the first controller was
designed to control target steering while the second one
to follow the edge of obstacles. Similarly, Chen and
Juang11 designed two model based on fuzzy logic
controllers in order to control wheeled mobile robot
The first model was set up to avoid short distance
obstacles while the second one was for target seeking.
Farooq et al.16 designed a fuzzy logic based hurdle
avoidance controller for mobile robot navigation in
noisy and uncertain environments. Maaref and Barret 17
presented a study about the problem of navigating
mobile robot either in an unknown environment or in a
partially known one. A navigation method based on
fuzzy inference was proposed for avoiding convex and
concave obstacles. In most of the fuzzy logic
controllers, the performance of the controller depends
on the selection of membership functions and fuzzy ifthen rules. Since the if-then rules were designed by
human experts, it is hard to choose and implement
correct rules in the controller18-23. Therefore, there were
some attempts in order to extract rules automatically.
Hui and Pratihar24 used genetic algorithm to extract
rules for fuzzy controller, thus they developed an
algorithm based on combination of genetic and fuzzy
approaches to avoid obstacles. Moreover, Liu and Liu
et al.25-26 adjusted the rules of fuzzy obstacle avoidance

controller of autonomous mobile robot by using genetic
algorithm. For the mentioned problem, some
researchers have focused on using neural network
approach to control the mobile robot. For instance,
Szemes et al.27 applied the observation of human
walking behavior to train fuzzy neural networks (FNN).
The trained FNNs were applied to approximate the
obstacle avoidance behavior of human walking as well
as to control the mobile robot in a human-robot shared
environment, similarly Mahyuddin et al. and
Nasuriddin28-29 designed a neuro-fuzzy algorithm which
is able to control the operations such as sense, map,
plan and act. In their system, they used neuro-fuzzy
approach in order to modify and extract new rules from
a properly training. He et al.30 used fuzzy neural
network method based on the Takagi-Sugeno
information fusion arithmetic to avoid obstacles. First,
the information get by sensors was classified and fused.
Then the fused results were considered as the inputs of
fuzzy neural network. In another study, the neural
network approach was combined with GPS. In that
system, a radial basis function network (RBFN) based
on neural network was used to map the GPS data into
the robot coordinates and then, trained data was
combined with sonar based navigation system of the
mobile robot31. Hui and Pratihar32 developed various
algorithms based on genetic-fuzzy, genetic neural and
potential field method (PFM) approaches and compared
them as well. They found that soft computing based
approaches (genetic fuzzy and genetic neural) were
more adaptive and robust compared to the PFM.
According to articles published until now, a great
number of different obstacle avoidance algorithms for
mobile robots have been developed for indoor and
outdoor environments. However, there is no obstacle
avoidance algorithm developed for visually impaired
people through an integrated system that consists of
sonar sensors mounted on a garment. In the present
study, in order to guide visually impaired person
through an environment cluttered with obstacles, neurofuzzy logic based obstacle avoidance control algorithm
was developed for smart clothing system. Generally,
algorithms for obstacle avoidance are developed for
mobile robots. Sensors are located on the robot body
close to the ground and their support is rigid and stable.
In the case of our algorithm, sensors (sonar) are located
on the clothing that may be loose and in the chest and
abdominal region of the body. Therefore, signals
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generated by sensors are disturbed, noisy and not often
reliable. This is the reason, why our algorithm should
be more robust and able to integrate disturbances in
order to generate an optimal control. Moreover,
possible obstacles are very different implying a large
variety of sensor signals from four sensors functioning
simultaneously. The reliability and robustness of
proposed algorithm have been achieved by a network of
fuzzy inference systems based on the rules. The original
contribution of our method is based on those rules and
on the global control system configuration making an
expert system dedicated to obstacles avoidance in harsh
environmental conditions.
For people without vision problems avoiding
obstacles seems very simple, because they have a high
definition image of the environment in a real time and
large experience coming from childhood in avoiding
various kinds of objects. For visually impaired people,
this “simple” problem is very complex even if they are
equipped with four ultrasonic sensors located on the
garment and moving in all directions during the
walking process. Signals generated from those sensors
are very poor and also strongly disturbed (unreliable)
comparing with the high definition image generated in
the brain by eyes. This is the reason, why the
architecture of the control system has to be complex
(with three fuzzy controllers) and organized in multi
layers in order to generate apparently simple decision:
turn left, turn right, turn left or right or just go ahead.
This novel architecture is explained in details in the
following sections.
In Section II, the design of smart clothing system is
introduced. In section III, navigation problem of
visually impaired people as well as kinematic analysis
of walking person is described. In Section IV, the
structure of neuro-fuzzy control algorithm is explained.
In Section V, the experimentation procedure of the
proposed system is given. In Section VI, the success of
developed algorithm and its comparison with one layer
fuzzy controller is presented. Conclusions are included
in Section VII.

environment as well as detection of obstacles via
sensors and guiding user by actuators through a
feedback process (control algorithm) interpreted in
signal processing unit. In this system, four ultrasonic
sensors were used to detect obstacles, eight vibration
motors (four on the left and right) were used in order to
guide user by recommending him/her turning direction
and angle. The function of its circuitry is to digitize as
well as transform analog signals acquired by sensors
into vibration signals. It modulates analog signals into
different levels of vibrations by identifying correlation
between position of obstacle and required turning action
(direction and angle) for user. The design of system
aims at analysing signals acquired by the ultrasonic
sensors and transforming them into different vibration
intervals in the case of obstacles for guiding person
with recommended turning action to avoid obstacle33.
Indeed, in the literature the transformation of
surrounding information into vibrating instructions is
commonly chosen considering people especially with
hearing and visual disabilities34.

2. Smart clothing system for visually impaired
people

3. Navigation problem of visually impaired people

Smart clothing system including ultrasonic sensors,
vibration motors, power supplies, and a microcontroller,
is shown in Fig. 1. The working principle of the system
is based on two main functions: sensing the surrounding

Fig.1. Developed interactive garment

3.1 Kinematics analysis of walking person

Assume that person position is Pb=(xb , yb, ϴb),
where (xb , yb) represents the coordinate of the
person body and ϴb represents his heading
angle from the horizontal axis as seen in Fig. 2
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4. Neuro-fuzzy control algorithm implemented

y

in the smart clothing system
wb

Pb
vb

wlr

wll

b
x

Fig. 2. Model of walking person in the coordinate system

In the figure, wb and vb are the angular and
linear velocities of walking person’s body,
respectively. The angular velocity of person
depends on both angular velocities of the left (wll)
and right (wlr) legs where it can be demonstrated as
wb=(wll , wlr)
According to heading angular velocity wb, the
corresponding motion state of walking person can
be summarized as noted in Table 1.

Left sensors

Right sensors

4

3

1

2

Up sensors

Down sensors

Fig. 3. Sensor’s position on the garment

Table 1. Motion state of walking person

wb

wb =0

wb >0

wb <0

Motion state

Go straight

Turn right

Turn left

If wll  wlr , then the angular velocity is
wb  0 which implies that there is no turning
action: go straight. Thus, the desired state of motion
can be obtained by changing wll and wlr .
Motion state of the walking person can be
shown as Mb= (vb , wb)T by using his linear vb and
angular wb velocities. Thus, the first kinematic
equation can be written as follows:
 x b  cosθ b 0 
  
  vb 
Pb =  y b  = sinθ b 0  

w
  0
1   b 
θ b  

In our smart clothing system, four sensors
integrated to front side of garment perceive
surroundings. While the wearer navigates in an
unknown environment, ultrasonic sensors detect the
presence of obstacles as well as measure the
distance to obstacles. During the design process,
four sensors were divided into two groups (see Fig.
3 and Fig. 1). In order to differentiate height of
obstacles, two ultrasonic sensors were considered to
be placed up position on the garment while the
other two placed down position.

Besides, in order to differentiate position of
obstacles whether they are on the left side or right
side due to wearer’s position, two sensors were
considered to be placed at left part of the garment
while the other two at right part. Thus, by
considering two groups of four-sensor situation;
probable cases for detection of obstacles were
determined and obstacles’ potential positions with
regard to person position were examined. Fig. 4.
shows some cases for obstacle’s position.

(1)

and the coordinate of moving person is
 xb(i 1)   xb(i )  cos 0
b

 
 
 vb 
 yb(i 1)    yb(i )   sin b 0    t
w

 
 
1   b 
b(i 1)  b(i )  0

(2)

where t is the sampled time, i is the current
time index, and i+1 is the next time index.
Hence, according to above equations, the
position of walking person can be estimated by
controlling his/her angular wb and linear vb
velocities.

Fig. 4. Different cases between obstacles and user
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Before developing control system, at first some
assumptions were made according to our study. The
target location and user’s location was considered
to be known variables by the user heuristically.
Thus, in our system only the data got by sensors
were used as inputs of controller. The framework of
the proposed control system is shown in Fig. 5.
Sensor
data

Data Filtration &
Pre_Processing

Avoiding action

YES

Neuro-Fuzzy
Obstacle
Avoidance
Controller

Output

NO

Fig. 5. Framework of control system for proposed
smart clothing
In the control system, data filtration and preprocessing is conducted based on data from all

sensors in order to understand if there are any
obstacles or not.
When the user’s path is blocked by an obstacle,
the avoiding action is necessary not to crash
obstacle by this way neuro-fuzzy obstacle
avoidance controller takes place and gives output to
make turns to avoid collision. When all distance
values got from sensors are larger than a predefined
value range, this situation is regarded as there is no
obstacle to be avoided. As a result, user is guided to
go straight (zero/no turn) as an output response.
After the data filtration and pre-processing by
using neural network and fuzzy logic principles, a
neuro-fuzzy obstacle avoidance controller for smart
clothing system was designed. The structure of the
proposed neuro-fuzzy controller is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Proposed neuro-fuzzy control system for the smart clothing

The inputs of controller are the outputs of
sensors: the distances to obstacles Xd 1i , Xd 2i , Xd 3i ,
Xd 4i obtained from the sensor 1, sensor 2, sensor 3,
and sensor 4 respectively. For instance, the
measured distances by sensors to an obstacle
located at (-10, 60) cm are shown in Fig. 7.
As seen in the figure, sensor 1 and sensor 2
detect the obstacle around 60 cm while sensor 3 and
sensor 4 does not detect this obstacle.
The output signal from the neuro-fuzzy
controller is the turning angle and direction
( TR  TurnRight ; TL  TurnLeft ). The algorithm
starts with the data filtration process.

Fig. 7. Measurement results when the obstacle at (-10,60)
cm
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4.1. Data filtration and pre-processing
However, sometimes one, two or three of
sensors may measure between 2 and 2.5 m because
of detection of obstacle at far away or noisy data,
while the other/s detects an obstacle within 2 meter.
In this case, if at least one of the sensor values is
less than 2 meter, it is interpreted as there is an
obstacle that should be extremely avoided.
In this manner, the position of object plays an
important role to guide user with right decision
output order in particular to give right turning angle
to user in order to avoid obstacle. In order to decide
object’s position, experiments were conducted with
various object’s position in x and y-axis in a realtime environment.
For each sensor 9900 data was obtained. In this
concept, possible scenarios for detection of objects
by using four sensors were formed.
After determining object’s position, data is sent
to one of the avoidance strategy: left, front, and
right obstacle avoidance. This time, neuro-fuzzy
controller starts processing data.

In this process, data got by sensors are either
eliminated or transmitted to controller. It was
known that our sensor detection range is up to 6.45
meter35. In order to give controller decision, by
considering our requirements a predefined value
was determined at first. Indeed, in order to give
output order to guide user at a right time interval
before crashing obstacle, first walking speed of
visually impaired people was investigated. Some
studies reported that walking speed of normal
pedestrian is between 1.22 m/sec (younger
pedestrians) and 0.91 m/sec (older pedestrians)36-37.
Considering this known fact and our observations,
walking speed of visually impaired person was
assumed as 0.6 m/sec. Then, during walking the
distance to be checked for obstacles was defined as
2.5 meters.
By this way, a value of 2.5 meter (predefined
value) was considered for elimination of data that
means if the sensor detects the distance to an object
larger than 2.5 meter or in other words if the object
locates 2.5 meter or further away from user’s
location then, the data is eliminated and considered
as there is no object on the way of user.
Thus, in the first algorithm averaged input data
larger than 2.5 meter for all sensors is being
filtered, assigned to 2.5 m and then directly sent to
go straight position (zero) which is interpreted as no
turning action. Secondly, for the averaged data
smaller than 2.5 meter was interpreted as there is an
object/s on the way of user, and according to
decision of position of object, it is sent to avoidance
strategy to be processed. Fig. 8. explains the data
elimination process.
In fact, when the all sensor values are between 2
and 2.5 meter, they are interpreted as there is an
object at very far and it is not necessary to avoid
this obstacle at this time interval quickly. Thus, this
situation is again assigned to go straight position
(zero) as if there is no obstacle that should be
avoided.

4.2. Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
The aim of the neuro-fuzzy controller is to compute
the turning angle when the avoidance strategy is
required (output of data filtration process). Neurofuzzy algorithm is composed of
1- Input layer
2- Hidden layer (rule layer and consequence layer)
3- Output layer
In the input layer and hidden layer of algorithm,
fuzzy inference system (FIS) takes place. To set up
the fuzzy inference system, MATLAB® Fuzzy
Logic Toolbox was used. As shown in Fig. 6, three
types of fuzzy inference system was developed
namely; (i) left obstacle avoidance, (ii) front and
(iii) right obstacle avoidance fuzzy inference
system.

There is an object

There is no object

Filtered data (x<2.5)

Eliminated data (x>2.5)

Object at Very Far
If at least one of sensor
values is less than 2 m
(x<2m), then there is an
object to be extremely
avoided.

0

If all sensor values are
between 2<x<2.5 m,
then it is again
interpreted as there is
no object to be avoided
quickly when user at 0
point; that means there
is an object at very far

2m

2.5 m

Fig. 8. Data elimination process
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Degree of membership

4.2.1. Input layer

( x )

Zero 1

a) Fuzzification
The fuzzification procedure maps the crisp input
values to the linguistic fuzzy terms with
membership values between 0 and 1.
In this layer, the inputs are the filtered data and
each of these inputs is classified to
fuzzy set
membership functions. The inputs of fuzzy
inference system are “distances to an obstacle”
information from sensor 1, sensor 2, sensor 3, and
sensor 4, which are described by three linguistic
variables: Near, Far and Very Far. The domain of
functions is being from 0 (minimum) to 2.5 meter
(maximum) for each sensor. The two linguistic
variables near and far were described by triangular
membership functions, whereas very far described
by trapezoidal membership function as shown in
Fig. 9. Indeed, the input values between 2< Xdi ≤
2.5 was regarded as there is no detected obstacles
neither at far nor near, thus they were interpreted as
Very Far as explained in Section 4.1.

-90

Degree of membership

NEAR

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

2.2

2.4

-45

-30

-15

Output variables

L

15

30

45

VL

60

75

Fig. 11. The membership functions for output variables
“turn right”

As mentioned in Section 2, the aim of using
four vibration motors in one side of the garment is
to satisfy turning angles. For instance; when the
output order is turn left small, only the first
vibration motor on the left will act. When the
output order is turn left medium, large or very
large, then two vibration motors, three vibration
motors or four vibration motors on the left will
simultaneously act, respectively. The domain of
functions is [-90 90]. All the linguistic variables
were denoted by triangular membership functions
(MF).
Triangular MF was mainly selected because of
limited computational resources of microcontroller.
In general, it is specified by three parameters {a, b,
c}16 :

VeryFar

FAR

-60

M

Turning angle (ϕ)-Turn Right (TR)

( x )
1

-75

S

0, x  a

 x  a ,a  x  b
b  a
triangle( x; a, b, c)  
 c  x ,b  x  c
c b
0, c  x


2.5

Input variables

Xd1i , Xd 2i , Xd3i , Xd 4i

Fig. 9. The membership functions for input variables

The outputs of fuzzy inference system were also
described by fuzzy linguistic variables, which are
turn left small (S), medium (M), large (L), and very
large (VL), and similarly turn right small (S),
medium (M), large (L), and very large (VL) as
shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.

(3)

The parameters {a, b, c} determine the x
coordinates of three corners of the underlying
membership function.
4.2.2. Hidden layer

Degree of membership
VL

-90

-75

-60

L

M

S

-45

-30

-15

Zero 1

( x )

Output variables

Turning angle (ϕ)-Turn Left (TL)

Fig. 10. The membership functions for output variables
“turn left”

90

4.2.2.1 Hidden layer 1/ Rule Layer
b) Fuzzy rule layer
In this layer in order to control user’s motion in an
environment as well as establish the relation
between sensor values and turning angle, 77 rules
were designed. The rules are defined by human
knowledge by using observed data taken by real
time measurements. Therefore, training of data was
done off-line. According to object’s position
determined, the turning angle of user was decided.
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Table 2 shows the recommended turning angle for
user to avoid obstacle concerning its position. In the
table “R” and “L” indicate the turn right and turn
left, respectively. Additionally, as mentioned
above, {Z, S, M, L, VL} values denote the turning
angle in terms of linguistic variables.
Table 2. The relation between turning angle and detected
object position

During the fuzzy rules design; one rule was
designed for the situation when there is an obstacle
at very far (all sensor values are between 2 and
2.5m) or in other words, there is no detected
obstacles neither at far nor near. Thus, this rule was
assigned to go straight position (zero-no turning
action) such that it is interpreted as if there is no
obstacle that should be avoided quickly as
mentioned in Section 4.1. Besides, when there is an
obstacle/s on the left, right or front of the user, 30,
30 and 16 rules were designed for left, right and
front obstacle avoidance, respectively (see
APPENDIX-A). The reason for designing separate
fuzzy inference systems (left, right, front) is that
there are some rules which are common for left and
right positioned obstacles.
For instance; consider algorithm 1, rule 6 (see
APPENDIX-A):
Rule 6: Xd 1i <2 & Xd 2i <2 & Xd 3i >2 & Xd 4i >2
According to fuzzy inference system, the values
Xd 1i and Xd2i can correspond both Near or Far.
Consider, both Xd 1i and Xd 2i correspond to Near; in
this case by one fuzzy inference system, the
position of obstacle cannot be determined correctly
whether the obstacle is on the left or right.
However, it is known that if Xd1i  Xd2i then,
obstacle at the right; if Xd1i  Xd2i then, obstacle
at the left. For instance; if Xd 1i =0.8, Xd 2i =0.85,
since Xd1i  Xd2i , it can clearly be deduced that
obstacle at the left (It is more close to left sensor).
However, with FIS they are only interpreted as
“Near” and the output decision is uncertain or
cannot be defined clearly.

Therefore, since there is no rule definition in
FIS that identifies Xd1i  Xd2i or Xd1i  Xd2i
condition, three fuzzy inference systems (left, right,
front) have been separately considered to overcome
this problem and not to guide user wrongly.
Particularly, rules 21-22 and 24-25 in the left
obstacle avoidance neuron and in the right obstacle
avoidance neuron (see APPENDIX-A) explain this
situation clearly.
4.2.2.2. Hidden layer-2/ Consequence layer
c) Fuzzy Implication
The choice of fuzzy implication rule is very
important while designing a fuzzy control system.
Fuzzy implication evaluates the consequent part of
each rule. After the inputs have been fuzzified and
degree of each rule is calculated using AND
operator (see rules; Appendix-A), the output
membership function is then truncated by fuzzy
implication.
In this research, among the various implication
methods, Larsen product implication method was
used. The Larsen product implication is given by
 AB ( x, y)   A ( x).B ( y)

(4)

where AB denotes an implication in the
universe U and V. It uses the arithmetic product
between the two membership functions in the
universe of discourses U and V38.
All the rules were evaluated in this manner and
output membership functions were aggregated
using MAX operator to result in fuzzy output.
d) Defuzzification
The fuzzy implication and as well as aggregation
yield the fuzzy output, which is the union of all
individual rules that are validated for the control
action in a cumulative manner using MAX (OR)
operator.
Conversion of this fuzzy output to crisp output
is defined as defuzzification. In our research the
centroid method, which returns the center of area
under the curve, was used for the proposed
controller. Let μout (TLr) and μout (TRr) show the
center of membership functions of the output
variables for left (l), front (f), and right (r) obstacle
avoidance neurons after the evaluation of rules,
where r=1,2,3…n are the rule numbers for each
avoidance neuron and TLo and TRo are the crisp
values which describe the outputs for Turn Left and
Turn Right commands. The value of the output
control for each avoidance by centroid method is
described as:
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For left obstacle avoidance (loa) neuron, final
output:

In this output layer, the outputs of consequence
layer will be the inputs of output layer and the final
output will be desired turning angle in order to
avoid obstacle. Thus, the weight functions of output
layer will be the output functions (ONTL, ONTR) as
shown in Fig. 12, where N denotes the number of
neurons that are left obstacle avoidance neuron (1),
front obstacle avoidance (2), and right obstacle
avoidance (3), and TL denotes the turning position
to left whereas TR denotes the turning position to
right.
Unless data is not processed in the avoidance
neurons, which means it is eliminated by the data
filtration and pre-processing, zero function (Z(0)=0)
that demonstrates there is no obstacle on the way of
user will come additionally, thus the final outputs
are calculated as follows:

30

TR 

lr out (TRlr )

TRo (loa ) 

lr 1
30



,
(5)

out (TRlr )

lr 1

TLo(loa ) =0

For right obstacle avoidance (roa) neuron, final
output:
30

TL

rr out (TLrr )

TLo( roa ) 

rr 1
30



,
(6)

out (TLrr )

rr 1

TRo( roa) =0

For front obstacle avoidance (foa) neuron, final
output:

3

TLoutput 

O

NTL

 Z (0)

(8)

NTR

 Z (0)

(9)

N 1

16

 TL
TLo( foa ) 

fr out (TL fr )

fr 1
16



3

TRoutput 

,

N 1

out (TL fr )

fr 1

TRo ( foa ) 

By combining equations 5-9, the final outputs of
the proposed neuro-fuzzy controller can be written
finally as

(7)

16

 TR

fr out (TR fr )

fr 1
16



O

 16

30


TL fr out (TL fr )
TL

(
TL
)
rr out
rr 

 fr 1

TLoutput  
 rr 1
  Z (0) (10)
16
30


out (TL fr )
out (TLrr ) 

 fr 1

rr 1





out (TR fr )

fr 1





When there is no obstacle: TLo =0 and TRo =0



4.2.3. Output Layer
16
 30


TRi out (TR fr ) 
TR

(
TR
)
lr
out
lr




fr 1
TRoutput   lr 1

  Z (0)
30
16


out (TRlr )
out (TR fr ) 

 lr 1

fr 1





Fig. 12 shows the basic diagram of fuzzy neural
approximation of proposed controller. Here the
weight functions are approximated by fuzzy sets.

HIDDEN LAYER

INPUT LAYER
Xd1i
Xd2i
Xd3i
Xd4i

W1(Xd1i)
W2(Xd2i)
W3(Xd3i)
W4(Xd4i)





Fuzzy-Neural Approximation and Final Outputs

OUTPUT LAYER

30 4

 f (W ( Xd
lr 1 j 1

16

lr

j

ji

))

4

 f fr (W j ( Xd ji ))
fr 1 j 1
30 4



 frr (W j ( Xd ji ))

Zero

3

O

NTL

( f r (W j ( Xd ji )))

NTR

( f r (W j ( Xd ji )))

N 1

TLoutput

3

O
N 1
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Fig. 12. Basic diagram of fuzzy neural approximation of proposed controller
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As a result, the outputs of described neuro-fuzzy
controller are processed by microcontroller and
thus, they are transmitted to vibration motors as
signals defined by intervals of “S”, “M”, “L”, “VL”
for turning action in order to guide user.
Additionally, by using the outputs of proposed
neuro-fuzzy controller, the angular velocity of the
user is known. Hence, the position of walking
person can be estimated by using these outputs
associated with the Equations (1) and (2) given in
Section 3.1.
5. Implementation of the proposed system
To analyze the detection and avoidance capability
of the proposed system, experiments were
conducted as seen in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Overview of experiment set-up for obstacle
detection

First, the mannequin on which smart clothing
system including ultrasonic sensors and vibration
motors were placed, was positioned at (0, 0) to
detect the obstacle (see Figure 13). Obstacle was
positioned to a distance starting from (0, 0) to ( 
40, 200). Measurements were repeated every 20cm
starting from 40cm to 200cm of y-axis.
Measurements were recorded in MATLAB by
using National Instruments® DAQ (Data
Acquisition) Card. The actual position of obstacle
with the one measured by the sensors were
recorded.
During the experiments, sensor 1 and 4 locates
at left side; sensor 2 and 3 locates at right side.
Furthermore, both sensor 1 and 2 were placed at
down position, on the other hand both sensor 3 and
4 were placed at the up position as mentioned in
Figure 3. For each position of obstacle 100 data was
taken and analyzed for each sensor, separately.

By this way, the success of the proposed system
was tested in real environment for its detection and
avoidance capability. Additionally, data taken by
real time experiment results were used to compare
multi-layer fuzzy inference systems (left, right, and
front) with one layer fuzzy inference system.
6. Results and comparison of multi-layer fuzzy
controller with one layer fuzzy controller
One layer fuzzy system was designed using the
same 77 rules presented in Appendix-A. The rules
in left, right and front obstacle avoidance neurons
(30, 30 and 16 rules) were gathered into one fuzzy
inference to define one layer fuzzy inference
system.
In order to validate the efficiency of the
proposed system, it has been implemented on the
real data acquired in the experimentation during
experimental phase as mentioned in Section 5. Our
system is then compared with a basic one layer FIS
described above.
The outputs of these two systems are presented
in Figures 14, 15 and 16. These results demonstrate
that in most of cases, the outputs of the two systems
are the same or very close (less than 15°) of the
target angles especially for the case when obstacle
is in the front of the interactive garment (see
Fig.15). For instance, when obstacle is in the front,
the expected output of the controller should be turn
left and turn right command at the same time in
order to let the user choose his/her turning direction
randomly and the angle should be larger than 45 to
avoid this obstacle. Based on this fact, with
reference to Fig. 15, the outputs of both controllers
(one layer and multi-layer FISs) generally matched
with the targets as expected.

Fig. 14. Outputs of the multi-layer FIS and one-layer FIS
and target angles when the obstacle is at the right
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However, in specific cases that we explained
earlier (see Section 4.2.2.1), the multi-layers FIS
outperforms the basic FIS. Indeed, the basic FIS is
not able to find the right direction especially for
right and left avoidances (see Fig.14 and Fig.16).
In particular; when the obstacle is at the right,
user should be guided by turning left and when the
obstacle is at the left, user should be guided by
turning right in order to avoid it.
Therefore; in case of right obstacle, the
expected output value of the fuzzy controller should
be “Turn left with an angle and Turn right=0”. On
the contrary, in case of left obstacle, the expected
output value of the fuzzy controller should be “Turn
right with an angle and Turn left=0”.

Fig. 15. Outputs of the multi-layer FIS and one layer FIS
and target angles when the obstacle is in the front

such as Turn Right with an angle of 30° instead of
0° (see Fig.14).
In more detail, when the obstacle is at the right,
fuzzy controller should present just turn left
command corresponding to turning angles from 0 to
-70 (TL  [-70, 0) & TR=0). According to Fig.14,
in some cases, one layer basic FIS generated
TR=30 instead of TR=0 compared to multi-layer
FIS.
Similarly, as seen in Fig.16, single FIS
presented again some unacceptable output values
for left obstacle by giving wrong decision output as
“Turn Left with an angle” instead “Turn Left=0”.
That means in case of left obstacle, the turning
angle should range from 0 to +70 (TR(0, 70] &
TL=0).
However, for that case in some instances basic
FIS generated Turn Left command ranging from 45 to -30 instead of TL=0 (see Fig.16). Therefore,
it is obvious that for special cases single FIS did not
present right decision output in terms of direction
for right and left avoidances.
These errors are not acceptable in this kind of
application since this leads to wrong orientation of
the user and a probable collision with the obstacle.
On the other side, for all the cases, multi-layer
FIS presented right decision output in terms of
direction. It has only errors in definition of angles
like single FIS also has. For instance, in some cases
instead of 45°, it presented 30°, or instead of 30°, it
presented 15°. Indeed, the error in terms of angles
can be acceptable because of the noisy data taken
by sensors. It does not let the user a direct collision
with an obstacle.
As a result, it is apparent that the multi-layer
FIS gives better results than the one layer FIS and it
is capable of guiding user in right decision output in
terms of direction.
7. Conclusion

Fig. 16. Outputs of the multi-layer FIS and basic FIS and
target angles when the obstacle is at the left

When one layer FIS is compared with multilayer FIS, it was observed that in some cases, basic
one layer FIS presented unacceptable output values

In this study, an algorithm based on neuro-fuzzy
controller composed of multi layer FIS was
developed in order to detect obstacles as well as
avoid obstacles. The proposed algorithm was
implemented in a smart clothing system developed
for visually impaired people and then it was tested
and compared with one layer FIS for its detection
capability and avoidance in real time environment.
It is possible to make an experiment with dynamical
object avoidance in order to collect data and extract
the rule set and the membership function from the
data.
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It presented better and compromising results
according to one layer FIS and it is capable of
guiding user to a right orientation especially in
terms of direction in order to avoid obstacles.
The proposed solution provided an interactive
interface for visually impaired people navigation
concerns. In this sense, the successful outcome of
this research is supposed to provide an impetus for
the future improvements in the field of disabled
people.
As our future research work; we aim to develop
a kind of system for visually impaired people that
can be fully integrated with GPS, RFID, camera
and vocal guidance, not only can it track the user,
but also find a route to specific destination, and
then guide the user to this destination using
synthesized speech by ensuring localization
information to user such as the street address of the
current location etc.
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APPENDIX-A
<Rules for left obstacle avoidance>
Algorithm 1 (Rule-2):


Rule 1:



Rule 2:

If
If


Xd1i
Xd1i

Xd1i  2 & Xd 4i  2

Xd 2i  2 | Xd3i  2 )

&(

= Near &

Xd 2i =Near & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =Near =>Turn Right VL

= Near &

Xd 2i =Near & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =Far => Turn Right VL

= Near &

Xd 2i =Far & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =Near => Turn Right VL

Rule 3:
If

Xd1i

…….
Algorithm 1 (Rule-6):


Rule 21:
If



Xd1i  2 & Xd 2i  2 & Xd3i  2 & Xd 4i  2
if Xd1i  Xd 2i obstacle at the right; else obstacle at the left

Xd1i

= Near &

Xd 2i =Near & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =VeryFar =>Turn Right L

Rule 22:
If

Xd1i

= Far &

Xd 2i =Far & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =VeryFar => Turn Right M

…….
Algorithm 1 (Rule-7):


&

Xd 2i  2 & Xd3i  2 & Xd 4i  2
if Xd 4i  Xd3i obstacle at the right;

else obstacle at the left

Rule 24:
If



Xd1i  2

Xd1i

=VeryFar &

Xd 2i =VeryFar & Xd3i =Near & Xd 4i =Near =>Turn Right L

=VeryFar &

Xd 2i =VeryFar & Xd3i =Far & Xd 4i =Far => Turn Right M

Rule 25:
If

Xd1i

…….
Algorithm 1 (Rule-8):


Xd1i  2 & Xd 2i  2

&

Xd3i  2 & Xd 4i  2

Rule 27:
If

Xd1i

=Near &

Xd 2i =VeryFar & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =Near =>Turn Right S

….continue

<Rules for right obstacle avoidance>
…..
Algorithm 1 (Rule-5):

Xd1i  2

&

Xd 4i  2

&(

Xd 2i  2 | Xd3i  2 )

….


Rule 18:
If

Xd1i

=VeryFar &

Xd 2i = Far & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =VeryFar =>Turn Left S

……
Algorithm 1 (Rule-6):
if


Rule 21:
If



Xd1i  2 & Xd 2i  2 & Xd3i  2 & Xd 4i  2
Xd1i  Xd2i obstacle at the right; else obstacle at the left

Xd1i

= Near &

Xd 2i = Near & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i = VeryFar => Turn Left L

Rule 22:
If

Xd1i

= Far &

Xd 2i = Far & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =VeryFar => Turn Left M
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…..

Xd1i  2 & Xd 2i  2 & Xd3i  2 & Xd 4i  2
Xd4i  Xd3i obstacle at the right; else obstacle at the left

Algorithm 1 (Rule-7):
if


Rule 24:



Rule 25:

Xd1i

If

Xd1i

If

= VeryFar &

Xd 2i = VeryFar & Xd3i =Near & Xd 4i = Near => Turn Left L

= VeryFar &

Xd 2i = VeryFar & Xd3i =Far & Xd 4i =Far => Turn Left M

….

Xd1i  2

Algorithm 1 (Rule-9):


&

Xd 2i  2

&

Xd3i  2 & Xd 4i  2

Rule 27:

Xd1i

If

= VeryFar &

Xd 2i = Near & Xd3i =Near & Xd 4i =VeryFar=> Turn Left S

…..continue

<Rules for front obstacle avoidance>
Algorithm 1 (Rule-10):


&

Xd3i  2 & Xd 4i  2

Rule 1:
If



Xd1i  2 & Xd 2i  2

Xd1i =Near & Xd 2i =Near& Xd3i =Near& Xd 4i =Near =>Turn Left/Right VL

……
Rule 16:
If

Xd1i

= Far &

Xd 2i = Far & Xd3i =Far & Xd 4i =Far => Turn Left/Right L

<Rule for there is no obstacle>
Algorithm 1(Rule 1):

Xd1i  2.5 & Xd2i  2.5

&

Xd3i  2.5

&

Xd4i  2.5

there is no obstacle (data filtration and pre-processing) Go straight (Zero)
Algorithm 1(Rule-10):

Xd1i  2.5 & Xd2i  2.5 & Xd3i  2.5 & Xd4i  2.5

there is no obstacle when:


Rule 77:
If

Xd1i

=VeryFar &

Xd 2i =VeryFar & Xd3i =VeryFar & Xd 4i =VeryFar => Go straight
(Zero)
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